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seligman48@seanet.com
Munro,Christy (BPA) - D-B1; Winn,Kim S (BPA) - D-1
Revised FOIA request #618
Wednesday, April 09, 2014 3:26:52 PM

Christy:
This is to confirm our phone conversation this afternoon.
I would like to revise my FOIA request #618 to include all forms of communications
(not just e-mails) to and from Steve Wright on the subject matter and period
described in my initial request. This revised request now includes written and
electronic documents, reports, memorandum, etc., no matter what the format.
Thank you.
Dan
-Daniel Seligman
Attorney at Law
Columbia Research Corp.
Phone: 206-285-1185 (Seattle, Washington, U.S.A.)
http://www.danielseligman.com

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 6:04 PM
[Submitted by Anonymous User]
This message was created by a Microsoft infoPath form. The form data may be included as an
attachment.

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request
Form
To make an Electronic FOIA (E-FOIA) request,
please provide the information below. Failure to
enter accurate and complete information may
render your FOIA request impossible to fulfill.
Requests submitted under the Privacy Act must
be signed and, therefore, cannot be submitted
on this form.
Name

RECE1WAJ YBPA
FOIA OFFJcZ TMS

DATE.
DUE DATE:

Dan Seligman

Since most DOE records are not retained permanently, the more information you provide, the better the
opportunity there is to determine if the records involved still exist and where. The FOIA clearly states that
records must exist at the time the request is submitted.

0.1 request a waiver or reduction of fees.
If you request a waiver or reduction of fees, we will consider the following six factors to make a
determination. Please provide information that addresses these factors:
The subject of the request: Whether the subject of the requested records concerns, "the
operations or activities of the government."
The informative value of the information to be disclosed: Whether the disclosure is, "likely to
contribute," to an understanding of government operations or activities.
The contribution to an understanding by the general public of the subject likely to result from
disclosure, taking into account your ability and intent to disseminate the information to the public
S
in a form that can further understanding of the subject matter.
The significance of the contribution to public understanding: Whether the disclosure is likely to
contribute "significantly" to public understanding of government operations or activities.
The existence and magnitude of a commercial interest: Whether the requester has a commercial
interest that would be furthered by the requested disclosure, and, if so.
The primary interest in disclosure: Whether the magnitude of the identified commercial interest of
the requester is significantly large, in comparison with the public interest in disclosure, that
disclosure is, "primarily in the commercial interest of the requester.'
If my request for a waiver or reduction in fees is denied, I agree to pay up to (enter

Dan imminent threat to the life or physical
safety of an individual.

I

Enter description:
Copies of all e-mail to and from Steve Wright between Jan. 1 2012 and the final date of his
employment at BPA that mention the Office of Inspector General (OIG) the U.S..
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) or DOE Human Capital, or any
inquiries, reviews and investigations into BPA hiring and promotion practices.

Specify preferred form or format:
Electronic

.

. ..

Typ:e of Requester

.• ...

..•

Select a description of yourself and the purpose of the request to help determine your category for
assessing fees:
øAn individual seeking information for personal use and not for commercial use.
OAffihiated with an educational or noncommercial scientific institution, and this request is made for
scholarly or scientific purposes and not for commercial use.
•

OAffihiated with a private corporation and seeking information for the use in the company's business.

OA representative of the news media affiliated with
and the request is made as part of news gathering and not for commercial use.
•
•

Select Type of media:
ONewspaper
OMagazine
Olelevision Station
Oat
her:

...

.

s::and Fee Waiers

.

...........

Your request must include a statement that (1) you agree to pay any fees that may be incurred to process
the request, (2) stipulates an amount you are willing to pay, or (3) requests specific waiver or reduction of
fees.
Please select the statement that applies:
agree to pay all applicable fees.

01agree to pay up to a specified amount for fees.
$50.00
Enter amount ....... ..

